
UNIQUE CAPABILITIES IN:

CBRN reconnaissance, surveying, and sampling

Specialized agent detection, identification, analysis,

and dispersion modeling

Technical rescue and extrication, including structural 

collapse, vehicle, confined space, trench, water, and 

high-angle rescue

Emergency medical care, casualty extraction,

and decontamination

Wide-area and technical search planning and operations

Guardian Centers is an 830-acre training complex, 

purpose-built to enhance readiness across the 

DSCA mission set.

Guardian Centers offers the size and scale needed 

to fully test the limits of consequence management 

response capabilities at all levels of complexity. 

Guardian Centers also has the flexibility to focus on 

individual tasks, unit-level standards, and collective 

training, with the capacity to execute expansive, 

joint operational command and control exercises 

on a large scale – all with unmatched realism.

At Guardian Centers, training results are tangible. 

The outcome is improved real-world proficiency 

with enhanced operational precision.
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REAL TRAINING FOR REAL-WORLD OPERATIONS.

www.GuardianCenters.com

Concrete and Steel Collapsed Structures that feature multi-

angle breaching points, live role player rescue tunnels, 

dynamic flooring, and special effects including water, 

smoke, fire, and electric spark

1600-foot dual-track train tunnel with 8 moveable 

commuter train cars, special effects, and passenger 

platform for rescue operations in enclosed contaminated 

environments

2-block residential neighborhood flood zone, featuring up 

to 8-foot high flooding capacity and eight furnished homes 

with live role player rescue space; and a 12.5M gallon 

containment reservoir for conducting water sampling in a 

contaminated flood environment

1.1-mile, 4-lane, DOT-spec interstate highway for multi-

modal HazMat response training and full-immersion exercise 

participation

Over 11 acres of gravel and black-top area for staging, emergent 

care, and decontamination operations

3-story fully functional emergency operations center with 

360-degree observation of the entire city-scape, and an FAA-

certified roof-top helipad
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 Key Features:
• Secure 350-acre cityscape with 60 single-

 and multi-story, multi-composition buildings 

•  Sealed structures with real-time particulate

 counting capability

•  400-seat mess hall serving 2,000 personnel per meal

•  100,000 square feet of classrooms, conference

 rooms, and office/SCIF space

•  350,000 square feet of high-bay warehouse space
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